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Partitioning polymers and where to find them: in situ product recovery of fragrances and organic acids in TPPBs

Downstream purification is a major component of fermentation costs, and by facilitating in situ product recovery (ISPR) via direct inclusion of absorptive polymers, two phase partitioning bioreactors (TPPBs) afford significant process benefits. Specifically, absorption into solid polymer pellets allows for mechanical removal from fermentation broth and avoids emulsification associated with traditional liquid organic solvents, simplifying downstream purification and reusability. Additionally, both solid and liquid absorptive phases reduce end-product inhibition arising from the accumulation of target molecule concentrations, which improves both bioprocess rates and yields. This approach has been applied to a range of biologically produced molecules, and is currently being used at SIFBI for the bioproduction of fragrances including viridiflorol, ionone, and linalool. However, partitioning with soft polymers is not without challenges, and work must be done to further characterize optimal polymer composition and physical properties to achieve desirable uptake. This talk will outline the steps taken to develop a rational, first-principles approach to predicting thermodynamic affinity of a polymer for a given target molecule, while also considering polymer properties necessary for rapid and effective uptake. Furthermore, work done for more challenging molecules such as organic acids, which exhibit pH-dependent partitioning, will be considered, and approaches and novel reactor designs to facilitate ISPR of these important molecules, and how they could be applied to mixed-culture biomass conversions will also be covered.
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